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Orientation mode selection mechanisms for sheared nematic liquid crystalline materials

Tomohiro Tsuji and Alejandro D. Rey*
Department of Chemical Engineering, McGill University, 3610 University Street, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3A 2B2

~Received 24 October 1997!

An extensive analysis of the flow orientation modes of sheared liquid crystalline materials is performed
using a complete nonlinear nonequilibrium theory that takes into account short and long range order elasticity
and viscous flow effects. It is found that there are two main orientation modes in shear flow:~i! in-plane modes,
where the average molecular orientation is in the shear plane~v-“v plane, wherev is the velocity vector!; and
~ii ! out-of-plane modes where the average molecular orientation has a nonzero component along the vorticity
(“3v) axis. It is found that there are four in-plane orientation modes, and five out-of-plane modes, depending
on the magnitude of the ratio of short to long range elasticity (R), and the magnitude of the ratio of viscous
force to long range elastic force~Ericksen number: Er!. The spatial configuration of the orientation field shows
a bulk region and two boundary layers, which are smoothly and continuously connected by the action of
compatibilization mechanisms. The system has two different compatibilization mechanisms at the boundary
between the bulk and surface layer regions:~i! scalar order parameter adjustment, and~ii ! director orientation
changes. The activations of these two mechanisms are self-selected, and depend on the parametric~R, Er!
conditions. At lowerR the system easily adopts the scalar order parameter compatibilization mechanism, and
at higherR and at moderate Er the system adopts the director compatibilization mechanism. Multistable
nonplanar orientation modes arise in certain parametric regions. Multistability in nonplanar modes arises due
to possible choices in the direction of the director escape from the shear plane~i.e., left or right!, and the
nucleation time of the out-of-plane orientation. These two degrees of freedom cause the appearance of chirality
in the director field. The nonplanar mode selection and its chirality are stochastic, although the equations are
deterministic. The complete theory unifies previously used classical theories~Doi and Leslie-Ericksen!, but its
predictions transcend in number and nature the predictions of the classical theories.@S1063-651X~98!05205-2#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Md, 47.50.1d, 47.54.1r
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I. INTRODUCTION

The main influences on the order and orientation of ne
atic liquid crystalline~LC! materials under arbitrary flow
are the short range order elasticity, the long range order e
ticity, and the viscous flow contribution. The short ran
elasticity controls the isotropic-nematic phase transition,
directly arises from the intermolecular attractive and rep
sive forces such as van der Waals forces and excluded
ume effects@1#. The long range order elasticity, which is th
secondary effect of the intermolecular forces, transmits
surface anchoring effect from the bounding surfaces into
bulk LC materials, and is commonly known as the Fra
elasticity @2#. The viscous flow contribution takes into a
count effect of the fluid rate of deformation and vorticity o
the LC molecular field@1#.

The two classical theories used to describe flow phen
ena in liquid crystalline materials are the Leslie-Ericks
~LE! theory@3# and the Doi theory@4#. The LE theory is used
to model, simulate, and explain flow phenomena in low m
lar mass nematics@3,5,6#, and the Doi theory has been e
tensively used for polymeric nematic liquid crystals@7,8#.
The two classical theories are applicable only to ideal ma
rial and flow conditions, and thus have limitations in predi
ing real flow phenomena. The LE theory is a vector the
that neglects the short range order elasticity, and hence
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unable to describe changes of the scalar order paramete
to the imposition of flow or due to the presence of defec
The Doi theory is a theory based on the probability dens
distribution function~or tensor order parameter! that neglects
the long range order elasticity, and is therefore unable
describe spatial changes due to surface anchoring condit
defects, solitons, banded textures, and other spatially non
mogeneous structure widely reported in the liquid crys
literature @1,9–11#. The gap between these two classic
theories is a tensor theory like the Doi theory, but it al
takes into account the long range elasticity, like the
theory. A linear version of this equation was proposed a
used by de Gennes many years ago@1#. Recently, Tsuji and
Rey @12,13# performed an extensive analysis of a comple
nonlinear model, that includes short and long range elas
ties as well as viscous flow effects, for shear flow using
so-called two-dimensional~2D! planar orientation restric-
tion; in this approximation, the eigenvector corresponding
the largest eigenvalue of the tensor order parameter is alw
restricted to remain in the shear plane, which is spanned
the velocity and velocity gradients directions. In that wo
@12,13#, the limiting parametric and flow conditions that lea
to the convergence of the complete theory to the class
theories were identified. In more detail, when the ratio
short range to long range elasticity is infinitely large, t
complete theory becomes the LE theory, and, when the r
of viscous flow to long range elasticity effects is also in
nitely large, the complete theory becomes the Doi theo
The complete theory predicts four planar~i.e., 2D orientation
5609 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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in the shear plane! flow regimes as a function of increasin
shear rate. The four planar flow regimes predicted by
complete theory are modifications of the only planar solut
predicted by the LE theory, and of the three spatially hom
geneous planar solutions predicted by the Doi theory. T
well-known @7,8# cascade of spatially homogeneous plan
flow modes predicted by the Doi theory as a function
increasing shear rate encompasses~i! low shear rate directo
tumbling ~rotation!, ~ii ! intermediate shear rate director wa
ging ~oscillation!, and~iii ! high shear rate director alignmen
~stationary!. Since these planar modes are spatially homo
neous, there is no mechanism that can account for fixed
face anchoring in the Doi model. On the other hand,
complete model is able to describe the director bulk rotat
in the presence of fixed surface anchoring by the perio
emergence of the abnormal nematic state@12,13# that
smoothly and continuously connects the time dependent
orientation with the fixed surface orientation without t
emergence of singularities. The abnormal nematic state
responds to the nematic state, at which the two largest ei
values of the symmetric traceless tensor order parameteQ
are equal and lying on the shear plane; the abnormal nem
state was shown to emerge as a unique structure in o
equilibrium processes@14#. The complete model is also ab
to describe the wagging oscillatory and flow alignme
modes in the presence of fixed orientations. With regard
the LE theory for nonaligning nematics@15#, the steady state
winding solutions predicted by this theory at all shear ra
@1# are, in the complete model, replaced at some crit
shear rate by the tumbling-wagging composite mode if sh
range elasticity is dominant, or by the flow alignment mo
if long range elasticity is dominant. The complete theo
thus predicts different flow mechanisms, and a differ
number of planar flow modes than the two classical theor

The planar flow mode approximation is unrealistic in c
tain situations, as demonstrated by many experiments@16–
18#, and by simulations using the LE theory@19–22#, and the
Doi theory @23,24#. The main driving forces for 3D nonpla
nar orientation are~i! the reduction of long range elasticit
by director escape out of the shear plane, and~ii ! the pres-
ence of a flow attractor along the vorticity axis.

Thus, for more realistic predictions that may lead to
explanation of ubiquitous pattern formation phenomena
der shear flow@10#, it is necessary to remove the plan
orientation restriction and allow the effects of long ran
elasticity reduction by the director’s escape from the sh
plane, and of the flow attractor along the vorticity axis. Th
paper presents a comprehensive systematic study of al
solutions to the nonlinear complete model@12# for rectilinear
simple shear start-up flow, in the presence of fixed pla
surface director orientation, and in the absence of any or
tation restrictions. The study permits one to identify, bas
on the planar mode results, how the nonplanar mode me
nism selects the different 3D flow modes, and in which
gions of the two-dimensional parametric plane~Er-R plane!
the nonplanar modes are observed. These results are ess
to explain the widely reported flow-induced pattern form
tion phenomena in polymeric liquid crystals@10,11#. The
complete theory captures all the possible anisotropic
coelastic mechanisms that promote out-of-plane orientat

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II t
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basic equations, computational methods, dimensionless
rameters, and initial and boundary conditions are presen
Section III presents the results and discussions. In Sec. I
the classification, nomenclature, main features, and appr
mate parametric conditions of all the planar and nonpla
flow modes predicted by the complete model are given. T
out-of-plane flow modes are discussed in detail in Sec. III
Section III C explains the origin of the multistability of flow
modes. Section III D considers the generalized rheolog
phase diagram. The effect of elastic anisotropy is conside
in Sec. III E. Finally, conclusions are presented in Sec. IV

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

To describe order in a nematic liquid crystal, we use
second order traceless symmetric tensor order parametQ
@1#. An evolution equation for the tensor order parameterQ
is given by~see Ref.@12# for detail!

GQ

Gt
52

6D

~123/2Q:Q!2 H S 12
U

3 DQ

2UFQ•Q2
1

3
~Q:Q!dG1U~Q:Q!QJ 1L1“

2Q

1
L2

2 H“~“•Q!1@“~“•Q!#T2
2

3
tr@“~“•Q!#dJ

1
2

3
bA1bH A•Q1Q•A2

2

3
~A:Q!dJ

2
1

2
b$~A:Q!Q1A•Q•Q1Q•A•Q1Q•Q•A

2@~A•Q!:Q#d%, ~1!

where G/Gt represents the corotational derivative, andD,
U, Li ( i 51,2), h, andA are the rotational diffusivity coef-
ficient, dimensionless nematic potential intensity, Landau

FIG. 1. ~a! Definition of flow geometry and coordinate system
The plate separation isH. At time t50 the upper plate is set in
motion with a known and constant velocityV, while the lower plate
remains fixed. Thex-y plane is the shear plane, andz is along the
vorticity axis. ~b! Director ~n! angles,u: twist angle;f: tilt angle.
Whenu50 (uÞ0), the director is in a planar~nonplanar! mode.
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efficient @25#, viscosity, and rate of strain tensor, respe
tively; the rate of strain tensor is defined byA5 1

2 @(“v)T

1¹v# whenv is the velocity vector. A linear version of Eq
~1! can be found in the book by de Gennes@1#.

In this paper, we study a one-dimensional rectiline
simple start-up shear flow with Cartesian coordinates,
shown in Fig. 1~a!. The lower plate is fixed and the uppe
plate starts moving att50 in the1x direction with a known
constant velocityV; the plate separation isH. Thez axis is
coaxial with the vorticity axis, and the shear plane is span
by thex-y directions. Scaling with the shear rateġ, the plate
distanceH, and the Landau coefficientL1 , the dimension-
less form of Eq.~1!, is

Er
GQ

Gt*
5RX2 6

~123/2Q:Q!2 H S 12
U

3 DQ

2UFQ•Q2
1

3
~Q:Q!dG1U~Q:Q!QJ C1“

2Q

1
L2*

2 H“~“•Q!1@“~“•Q!#T

2
2

3
tr@“~“•Q!#dJ

1ErS 2

3
bA* 1bH A* •Q1Q•A* 2

2

3
~A* :Q!dJ

2
1

2
b$~A* :Q!Q1A* •Q•Q1Q•A* •Q

1Q•Q•A* 2@~A* •Q!:Q#d% D , ~2!

where* denotes a dimensionless quantity, and where the
mensionless parameterR is the ratio of short range orde
elasticity to long range order elasticity, and the dimensi
less parameter Er is the Ericksen number which repres
the ratio of viscous force to long range elastic force, as
lows:

R5
D*

L1H
~3a!

and

Er5
hHV

L1
. ~3b!

The commonly used Deborah number is given by

De5
Er

R
5

hVH2

D*
. ~3c!

For general 3D orientation conditions, the tensor order
rameterQ has six independent components, and in the C
tesian coordinate shown in Fig. 1,Q is defined as
-

r
s

d

i-

-
ts

l-

-
r-

Q5F Qxx Qxy Qxz

Qxy Qyy Qyz

Qxz Qyz Qzz

G . ~4!

The tensor order parameter must satisfy the traceless co
tion: Qxx1Qyy1Qzz50. Also, it is useful to expressQ in
terms of eigenvectors~n, m, and l! and eigenvalues~mn ,
mm , andm l! @26#:

Q5mnnn1mmmm1m l ll ~5!

wheren is commonly called the director. The director can
parametrized with a tilt anglef and a twist angleu. The
in-plane director anglef and the out-of-plane angleu are
measured from the flow direction, on thex-y andx-z planes,
respectively, and are shown in Fig. 1~b!. At the bounding
surfaces we assume thatQ is uniaxial, and use planar fixe
anchoring condition with an equilibrium scalar order para
eter, as follows:

Q~y* 50!5Q~y* 51!5Seq~nsns2
1
3 !, ~6!

and set the surface directorns parallel to the flow direction:

ns5S 1
0
0
D . ~7!

In Eq. ~7!, Seq is the equilibrium scalar order paramete
given in the Doi theory@4# by

Seq5
1

4
1

3

4 S 12
8

3U D 1/2

. ~8!

Equation ~6! indicates that the surface is treated as rig
more complex boundary conditions that treat the surface
viscoelastic@27# are possible, but they are not used in th
study due to the absence of experimental data that wo
warrant its need.

To compute the director’s escape from the shearx-y
plane during shear start-up flow, it is necessary to take
account the effects of thermal fluctuations on the tensor o
parameter field prior to the imposition of the shear flo
since they allow symmetry breaking with respect to the sh
plane. It is important to note that performing shear start
simulations with an initially planar director field will alway
yield planar director modes and miss all the relevant p
nomena. Throughout this paper we refer to a director fi
with nz50 as the in-plane mode, and to a director field w
nzÞ0 as the out-of-plane mode. In this work we use
infinitesimal white noise on the initial director field. Thus

Q~0,y* ,1,t* 50!5Seq~nininini2 1
3 d!, ~9a!

nini5S cos~«j!

0
sin~«j!

D , ~9b!

wherenini5n~t* 50, 0,y* ,1!, «51024(p/180), andj is
a Gaussian noise.

Throughout this work we setb50.9 ~see Ref.@28# for
details! andU56. The chosen value for the Landau coef
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cient isL152L2 for all except explicitly mentioned cases. I
the uniaxial limit of the order parameter@mnÞmm5m l in Eq.
~5!#, this can be expressed in terms of the Frank elasti
coefficient as follows:K153K25K3 @25#. The selected
ranges for the dimensionless parametersR and Er are 0,R
,104 and 0,Er,105.

The fourth order Runge-Kutta method and the second
der finite difference method are used for the time and sp
integration of Eq.~2!. The computational conditions are th
Runge-Kutta time step widthDt* 51023, and the spatial dis-
cretization widthDy* 51022. Convergence and validatio
criteria were performed using standard methods@12#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Solution modes and flow mechanisms

1. Classification of solution modes

In this section, we define the nomenclature, and clas
and characterize all the stable solutions to Eqs.~2!, ~6!, and
~8!. Each stable solution corresponds to a specific dire
mode. In Refs.@12,13#, we presented the following four pla
nar solutions:~1! in-plane elastic driven steady state~IE!, ~2!
in-plane tumbling wagging composite state~IT!, ~3! in-plane
wagging state~IW!, and ~4! in-plane viscous driven stead
state ~IV !; in this paper, we present the following out-o
plane modes:~5! out-of-plane elastic driven steady state w
a chiral structure~OEA!, ~6! two out-of-plane elastic driven
steady states with chiral structure@OEC@n# ~n51 or 2!#, ~7!
out-of-plane tumbling-wagging composite state with perio
emergence of a 2p chiral structure~OTP!, and ~8! out-of-
plane tumbling-wagging composite state with chiral struct
~OTC!. When R is large, the in-plane elastic driven stea
state is similar but not identical to that predicted by the
theory. WhenR and Er are sufficiently large, the bulk beha
ior ~i.e., they* '0.5 region! of the three planar modes ar
similar but not identical to the Doi solutions of tumbling
wagging, and aligning states@7,8#, while the behavior at the
surface layers are characterized by~i! abnormal nematic stat
for IT mode, ~ii ! decreasing wagging amplitudes in the I
mode, and~iii ! orientation boundary layers for the IV mod

Figure 2 is a schematic of the rheological phase diag
given in terms ofR and Er, clearly indicating the parametr
regions where the four planar modes and the five nonpla
modes are stable. The figure shows the presence of e
regions, within which one, two, or four stable flow modes a
predicted. The dashed line containing regions 2–5 den
the parametric envelope within which the out-of-pla
modes exist and are stable; outside the dashed line enve
~regions 1, 6, 7, and 8! only stable planar modes exist. IfR is
sufficiently low, stable nonplanar modes do not exist at a
Ericksen number. IfR is sufficiently high, the stable nonpla
nar modes share a boundary with the planar elastic-dr
steady state mode~region 1! at lower Er, and with a time
dependent tumbling-wagging composite mode~region 6! at
high Er numbers. Thus out-of-plane modes arise when thR
and Er numbers have significant magnitudes. The nine in
surrounding the sides and top of the rheological phase
gram are schematics of the main characterization of the
rector orientation profiles and the director dynamics. In
nine insets the director orientation is denoted by thick
ty
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rows, and the dashed lines denote the bounding surfa
~y* 50 and 1!; the fixed director surface orientation is d
noted by the arrow lying on each dashed line. The symbo%

denotes a director orientation along the vorticity axis. T
main features of the spatial distributions are that two mo
~IE and OEC@2#! display one monotonic region behavio
while the other seven~IT, IW, IV, OEA, OEC@1#, OTP, and
OTC! display a boundary layer and bulk region behavior.
the latter the boundary layers are indicated by two thin lin
parallel to the dashed lines. The dynamics of the director
the transient modes~IT, IW, OTP, and OTC! are indicated as
follows: the double arrowheads represents director wagg
~oscillations!, and the full circle with an arrow represen
director tumbling~rotation!. The director orientation of the
lower surface of the insets corresponding to OEC@1# and
OTC shows thatn5(21,0,0) and that the modes are chira
The full twist shown in the inset for OEC@2# shows that this
mode is also chiral. In addition, as shown below, the O
mode exhibits periodic chirality.

Figure 3 shows the classification of the nine flow mod
predicted by the complete theory for rectilinear shear start
flow in terms of planar and nonplanar director orientatio
The chart shows that planar modes can exhibit four type
transient~IW and IT! or steady state solutions~IE and IV!.
On the other hand, nonplanar modes show only an elas
driven steady state~OEC, OEA! and tumbling-wagging com-
posite ~OTP, OTC! modes. However, the high dimension
director orientation generates director chirality, and the to
number of the nonplanar flow modes is five.

The parameters and conditions that lead to the vari
solutions is explained in detail below. The main distinguis

FIG. 2. Rheological phase diagram as a function of the ratio
short- to long-range elasticity (R) and the ratio of viscous flow to
long-range elasticity effects~Er!, and corresponding director con
figurations. There are eight flow regimes in the parametric spac
Er andR, and nine flow modes. Lines represent flow regimes tr
sitions. The dotted line shows the transition between in-plane
out-of-plane modes. The arrows represent the director, and
empty circles are the abnormal nematic state. See text.
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ing features of these nine flow modes are briefly summari
below. The solutions are naturally classified as in-pla
modes~IE, IT, IW, and IV! and out-of-plane modes~OEA,
OEC@n#, OTC, and OTP!.
~1! In-plane elastic-driven steady state~IE!

The steady state of this planar mode arises due to the
range order elasticity stored in the deformed tensor or
parameter field. In this planar mode there is no orientat
boundary layer behavior, because there is no flow alignm
in the bulk region.
~2! In-plane tumbling-wagging composite state~IT!

In this time dependent planar mode, the director dynam
in the bulk region is rotational and in the boundary layers
is oscillatory. The boundary between the bulk region a
each boundary layers is characterized by the periodic em
gence of the abnormal nematic state, which is character
by two equal eigenvalues of the tensor order parameter~i.e.,
mn5mm.m l!, and allows for a smoothly defect-free trans
tion from the rotational bulk region to the fixed director a
choring at the surfaces by a director resetting mechan
~see Ref.@12# for technical details!.
~3! In-plane wagging state~IW!

In this planar mode, the director dynamics over the en
flow geometry is periodic oscillatory with an amplitude th
decreases from a maximum at the centerline to zero at
two bounding surfaces.
~4! In-plane viscous-driven steady state~IV !

In this planar mode, the director profile shows a flo
aligning bulk region and two boundary layers. On travers
the boundary layers, the director rotates from the align
angle to the flow direction at the walls@14#.
~5! Out-of-plane elastic-driven steady state with achi
structure~OEA!

In this nonplanar mode, the director shows steady tw
structures, and the twist angle profiles are symmetric w
respect to the centerline. The steady state arises due to
long range order elasticity. Similar solutions were presen
by the Leslie-Ericksen solutions@19–22#. On going for the
bottom to top bounding surface, the net director twist ro
tion is nil.

FIG. 3. Classification of flow modes in terms of dimensional
of director field~planar and nonplanar! and chiral properties of the
director field~chiral structure and achiral structures!. See text.
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~6! Out-of-plane elastic-driven steady state with chiral stru
ture (OEC@n#)

In this nonplanar mode, the director shows steady tw
structures, with annp ~n51 and 2! radian difference be-
tween the anchoring angles at the lower and upper boun
surfaces, but without the presence of defects or disclinatio
The different anchoring conditions are smoothly connec
by the chiral director structure. A similar OEC@2# solution is
predicted by the Leslie-Ericksen equations@21#.
~7! Out-of-plane tumbling-wagging composite state with p
riodic chirality ~OTP!

In this nonplanar mode, the bulk director dynamics is p
nar and rotational, and in the two boundary layers is nonp
nar oscillatory. The spatial profiles of the periodic direct
motion are antisymmetric. The director field exhibits pe
odic chirality; that is, after a cycle of 2p chirality the director
field enters a cycle of achirality, and thus after each 2p ro-
tation cycle of the bulk director the system periodically e
sentially recovers the spatially homogeneous director c
figuration @i.e., n'(1,0,0) for 0<y* <1!.
~8! Out-of-plane tumbling-wagging composite state withp
chiral structure~OTC!

The director dynamics is in-plane rotational in the bu
region, and out-of-plane oscillatory in the boundary laye
the directors at the upper and lower bounding surfaces h
opposite directions, and the system never recovers to
spatial homogeneous director configuration.

It is very important to characterize and understand
order in the emergence of the flow modes at sufficiently h
R as a function of increasing Ericksen numbers. Figure
shows a schematic of the flow mode structure cascade
function of increasing Ericksen numbers, where the symb
correspond to the solution modes described in this sub
tion. There are seven critical Ericksen numbers~Erci , i
51,...,7!, and eight flow regions which numbers correspo
to those in Fig. 2. The out-of-plane flow modes exist in t
intermediate regimes 2, 3, 4, and 5, while the in-plane mo
exist at the low regime 1 and the higher regimes 6, 7, an
In the lowest Er region 1, the only solution is the IE flo
mode. However, above certain critical Erc1 , instead of the
stable in-plane flow mode, the OEA flow mode emerg
With further increase in Er, two stable solutions~OEA and
OEC@2#! exist within the same Ericksen number interval~re-

FIG. 4. Flow modes and eight regimes as a function of incre
ing Ericksen~Er! number. Flow mode transitions occur at critical E
~Erci , i 51,...,7!. The out-of-plane regions~3, 4, and 5! exhibit
solution multiplicity. With increasing Er, the in-plane modes a
replaced by out-of-plane flow modes (Erc1), and eventually re-
emerge at a high Er (Erc5) value.
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gion 3!. The OEC@2# solution becomes the OTP flow mod
above Erc3 ~region 4!. In region 5, two more out-of-plane
solutions~OEC@1# and OTC! arise in addition to OEA and
OTP, and thus four stable out-of-plane solutions exist.
Erc5 , the four out-of-plane solutions cease to be selec
and the system exhibits the IT flow mode~region 6!. Finally,
regions 7 and 8 show IW and IV flow modes, respective
The transitions and multistability of the flow modes are d
cussed in Sec. III C.

2. Classification of compatibility mechanisms between bulk
director motion and fixed surface anchoring

In Ref. @12#, it was discovered that the director rotation
the bulk region that exists for the director tumbling mode c
be smoothly and continuously compatibilized with the fix
director at the bounding surfaces, through the periodic em
gence of the abnormal nematic state. As mentioned ab
the abnormal nematic state in two of the eigenvalues,
mn ,5m l , are equal, and thus the director is undefined a
the spatially relative angle of the bulk director can be re
by p radians. In the present work we have discovered
other compatibilizing mechanism between the bulk direc
rotation and the fixed surface anchoring. This additio
compatibilizing mechanism is achieved by a nonplanar dir
tor temporal oscillation within the boundary layers~full de-
tails are given in Sec. III B!.

While the dominant feature for the abnormal nematic st
compatibilizing mechanism is the change in the scalar or
parameter~eigenvalues of the tensor order parameter!, for
the out-of-plane director configuration compatibilizin
mechanism it is the change in the director orientation~eigen-
vectors of the tensor order parameter!. Depending on the
parametric conditions~i.e., values of Er andR!, the system
admits the order parameter or the director compatibiliz
mechanisms. The scalar order parameter compatibiliz
mechanism leads the system to the in-plane tumbli
wagging composite mode~IT flow mode!, and the director
compatibilizing mechanism leads the system to the out
plane tumbling-wagging composite state either with perio
chirality ~OTP flow mode! or with p chiral structure~OTC
flow mode!. In addition, in certain regions of parametr
space, both mechanisms appear during the initial transie

B. Out-of-plane solution modes„OEA, OEC†n‡,
OTP, and OTC modes…

In this section, we discuss in detail the structure of
out-of-plane solution modes~OEA, OEC@n#, OTP, and
t
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OTC!, which were briefly mentioned above. The exact n
ture of the mechanisms needed to achieve these flow m
will be discussed in Sec. III C. For direct visualization of th
order parameter fieldQ, we use a parallelepiped whic
makes possible the simultaneous presentation of the t
eigenvectors~n, m, and l! and three eigenvalues~mn , mm ,
and m l!. Figure 5 shows a schematic of the parallelepip
representingQ; the three axes of the figure are parallel to t
three eigenvectors ofQ, and the longitude of each edge
proportional to the three eigenvalues ofQ. For example, in
the isotropic case the parallelepiped becomes a cube
should be mentioned that since the summation of the th
eigenvalues is always zero, to draw the parallelepiped
apply a shift factora50.53 to the eigenvalues ofQ.
~A! Out-of-plane elastic-driven steady state with achi
structure~OEA!

This is a steady state flow mode that exists in regions 2
of the phase diagram~see Fig. 2!. Figure 6 shows the scien
tific visualization of the tensor order parameterQ as a func-
tion of dimensionless timet* and dimensionless distanc
y* , for Er5200 andR51000 (De50.2). The director’s es-
cape from the shear plane appears close to both the u
and lower bounding surfaces att* '15, and the out-of-plane
front propagates toward the center line region. Att* '100
the steady state has been reached, and the director fie
characterized by a bulk region aligned along the vortic
axis and two boundary layers essentially aligned along
flow direction. The nature of the director’s escape mec
nism is the avoidance of the high free energy state,
thereby the director out-of-plane rotation occurs at
boundary layer close to the bounding surfaces where the
dient in the director field is highest. Once the out-of-pla
orientation nucleates near the surface regions, it is ea
transmitted to the bulk region by the long range elastic

FIG. 5. Schematic of the utilized visualization of the tens
order parameter as a rectangular parallelepiped. The three eige
ues and three eigenvectors of the order parameter tensor are s
taneously visualized. The three axes of the figure are parallel to
three eigenvectors ofQ, and the length of each edge is proportion
to the three eigenvalues ofQ. For example, in the isotropic case, th
parallelepiped becomes a cube.
FIG. 6. Scientific visualization of the tensor order parameter as a function of dimensionless time (t* ) and distance (y* ), for Er5200 and
R51000 (De50.2). The figure shows the typical OEA flow mode at relatively low Er.
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FIG. 7. Scientific visualization of the tensor order parameter as a function of dimensionless time (t* ) and distance (y* ), for Er
51000 andR51000 (De51). The empty circles represent the emergence of the abnormal nematic state. The figure shows the typi
flow mode at relatively high Er. The out-of-plane nucleation time increases with increasing Er~compare with Fig. 6!.
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The out-of-plane configuration reduces not only the direc
in-plane high gradient field, but also eliminates the rotatio
viscous flow effects. When the director is oriented paralle
the vorticity axis~the z axis!, the flow has no rotational ef
fect on the director, and thus the director is easily pinn
down by the long range order elasticity. The boundary la
thickness containing the in-plane orientation decreases
increasing Er.

Figure 7 shows the computed scientific visualization
the order parameter tensor field as a function of dimens
less timet* and dimensionless plates distancey* , for Er
51000 andR51000 (De51). The circles in the figure rep
resent the abnormal nematic states. The system ent
keeps the in-plane director profile untilt* '45. Fort* <45,
the profile looks essentially like the in-plane tumblin
wagging composite~IT! mode~the abnormal nematic state
appear close to both the upper and lower bounding surfa
at t* '13 and 31!. At t* '45, the transition from the in-
plane mode to the out-of-plane mode nucleates close to
lower bounding surface, while the abnormal nematic st
still appears close to the upper bounding surface. Then
out-of-plane configuration near the lower surface disappe
and the entire system almost~but not completely! recovers
the in-plane homogeneous orientation profile att* '68, and
then att* '80 the out-of-plane mode nucleates near the
per bounding surface. After this early stage, that culmina
with the in-plane to out-of-plane orientation mode transitio
the director oscillates with decreasing amplitude, eventu

FIG. 8. Time trajectories of the director at the centerline (y*
50.5), for Er51000 andR51000 (De51), corresponding to Fig
7. For the OEA flow mode the director eventually orients along
vorticity through damped oscillations.
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reaching the steady out-of-plane profile.
Figure 8 shows the time trajectory of the directorn mo-

tion into thex-y shear plane at the centerline (y* 50.5), for
Er51000 andR51000 (De51), corresponding to Fig. 7
The director motion converges to the vorticity axis (x,y)
5(0,0) with a damped rotational motion.

Figure 9 shows the steady spatial profiles of the out-
plane twist angleu as a function ofy* , for Er5200 ~solid
line!, 500 ~dashed line!, and 1000 ~dotted line!, and R
51000. With increasing Er, the bulk region where the an
is close to zero becomes wider, and at sufficiently high
the mode is of boundary layer type. Han and Rey@22# re-
ported a supertwisted out-of-plane director profile using
LE theory, while in the present work, the maximum dev
tion of the director from the shear plane is close to thep/2
radians, and the supertwisted director configuration has
been observed. There are at least two possible reasons fo
predicted maximum director angle. First, the viscous fl
effect has a out-of-plane attractor along the vorticity a
@23#. In addition, the long range elasticity acts to reduce
spatial inhomogeneity of the tensor orientation field, and
inhomogeneity becomes higher with an in-plane director
tation, but lower with the out-of-plane rotation. Thus th
long range elasticity also promotes orientation along the v
ticity axis.

e

FIG. 9. Steady profiles of the director out-of-plane angleu as a
function of y* , for Er5200 ~solid line!, 500 ~dashed line!, and
1000~dotted line!, andR51000. All the profiles correspond to th
OEA flow mode. As Er increases, the director bulk region wh
the angleu shows a plateau region of about 90° becomes wide
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FIG. 10. Scientific visualization of the tensor order parameter as a function of dimensionless time (t* ) and distance (y* ), for Er
51000 andR51000 (De51). The figure shows the typical OTA flow mode at relatively low Er.
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~B! Out-of-plane tumbling-wagging composite state w
achiral structure~OTP!

The OTP mode is a time dependent periodic mode
exists in regions 4 and 5 of the phase diagram~see Fig. 2!. A
distinguishing characteristic is that it displays a tumbling
plane core region and two wagging out-of-plane surface
ers. In addition, the chirality of this mode is periodic,
which each achiral cycle is followed by a cycle in which t
director profile has 2p chirality. In the in-plane tumbling-
wagging composite~IT! mode, the compatibility between th
director tumbling in the bulk region and the fixed anchori
at the bounding surfaces is achieved by the periodic em
gence of the abnormal nematic state@12#. In the abnormal
nematic state, the director is undefined, and thus it is abl
smoothly connect the tumbling director bulk region with t
fixed director at the bounding surfaces. However, it is fou
that in the present out-of-plane OTP mode the compatib
between the bulk region and the fixed surface orientatio
achieved without the periodic emergence of the abnor
nematic state, but instead through the wagging out-of-pl
surface layers. The reason for this difference is that at lo
Er long range elasticity is stronger, and promotes direc
compatibility modes, while at higher Er the flow is eas
able to modify the scalar order parameters, and the com
ibility is through the abnormal nematic state~order param-
eter mode!.

Figure 10 shows the scientific visualization of the ten
order parameter field for Er5500 andR51000 (De50.5).
As in the initial transients of the OEA flow mode, the ou
of-plane orientation nucleates at points close to the bound
surfaces att* '15, and then the out-of-plane front prop
gates toward the centerline. However, the out-of-plane c
ponent does not reach the centerline, and the bulk reg
near the centerline retains the in-plane tumbling~rotational!
dynamics. The boundary layer regions close to the bound
surfaces shows out-of-plane wagging~oscillatory! behavior,
known as kayaking-tumbling behavior@23#. When the bulk
director rotates byp radians in the shear plane, the direct
in the bulk regionnbulk and at bounding surfacesns are an-
tiparallel (nbulk52ns); this can be seen att* '20, 55, and
85. In principle, both in-plane and out-of-plane bounda
layer configurations are possible to smoothly connect the
orientations. In the former case, the gradient in the direc
field increases with further rotation of the bulk director, u
less the director resetting occurs by emergence of the ab
mal nematic state, which is the mechanism adopted in th
mode. In the latter case, however, the out-of-plane confi
ration recovers to the in-plane configuration after a furthep
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rotation in the bulk region~i.e., the bulk director angle is
2p!, and a homogeneous director profile results beca
nbulk52(2ns); this can be seen in Fig. 10 att* '37 and 70.

To demonstrate clearly the nature of the out-of-pla
compatibilization mechanism which smoothly and contin
ously connects the director rotation in the bulk region to
fixed anchoring at the bounding surfaces, a time series of
computed spatial trajectories of the directorn spatial profiles
~thick full and dashed lines! are shown in Figs. 11~a!–11~f!,
for Er5500 andR51000 (De50.5), corresponding to Fig
10. The time conditions for the figures are~a! t* 50, ~b! t*
510, ~c! t* 515, ~d! t* 520, ~e! t* 525, and~f! t* 530. In
the figure, dashed lines denote trajectories segments
cluded from view. The filled square~j! denotes the center
line (y* 50.5) orientation. At thet* 50, the trajectory is a
point at ~1,0,0! due to the essentially homogeneous direc
field. The point spreads, propagates clockwise along
equator@t* 510, Fig. 11~b!#, and then the line splits into a
closed ring due to the out-of-plane nucleation@t* 515, Fig.
11~c!#. At t* 520 @Fig. 11~d!#, the ring becomes almost
circle along the longitude, and this state represents thep
chiral structure of the director configuration. Through thep
twist configuration, the ring moves to the opposite side of
sphere~i.e.,y,0→y.0!, and eventually shrinks back to th
initial point ~1,0,0!. It is very important to emphasize that th
director time trajectory at the centerline always shows
clockwise rotation on the equator~i.e., in-plane tumbling!.
The centerline in-plane tumbling is smoothly connected w
the fixed anchoring condition@n5(1,0,0)#, without any sin-
gularity or discontinuity, and when the bulk director rotat
by 2p radians the system almost recovers the homogene
state. Thus the system periodically repeats the achiral-ch
structural change, corresponding to the 2p in-plane rotation
of the bulk director.

Figure 12 shows a scientific visualization of the tens
order parameter field for Er51000 andR51000 (De51).
Until t* '45, the bulk director rotation is connected with th
fixed anchoring condition at the bounding surfaces throu
the scalar order parameter compatibilizing mechanism.
t* '45, the nonplanar orientation nucleates close to
lower plate, and then the gap between the bulk director
tation and the fixed anchoring at the lower plate is filled w
the director compatibilizing mechanism. However, until t
out-of-plane nucleates close to the upper plate att* '80, the
scalar order parameter compatibilizing mechanism is e
ployed between the bulk director rotation and the fixed
choring at the upper plate. Finally, fort* .80, the director
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compatibilizing mechanism appears at both lower and up
regions and the system adopts the OTP mode. It shoul
noted that the parametric conditions of Figs. 7 and 12
identical ~Er51000 andR51000!, and this parametric con
dition corresponds to region 5 in Fig. 4. As mentioned abo
within region 5 there are four possible solution modes. T

FIG. 11. Director spatial trajectories on the unit sphere, for
51000 andR51000 (De51): ~a! t* 50, ~b! t* 510, ~c! t* 515,
~d! t* 520, ~e! t* 525, and~f! t* 530. The director motion on the
equator is continuously and smoothly connected with the ancho
condition~1,0,0!, through the movement of a ringlike profile on th
sphere. Att* 520, the trajectory is along the sphere’s longitud
and this represents a director twist configuration with a 2p chiral
structure. See text.
er
be
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self-selection of the system flow mode is strongly depend
on the initial noise on the tensor field, although the no
amplitude is infinitesimally small. A full explanation of thi
multistability will be given in Sec. III C.
~C! Out-of-plane elastic-driven steady states with chi
structure (OEC@n#)

This is a steady state mode that exists in regions 3 an
of the phase diagram~see Fig. 2!. As mentioned above,n
shows the number ofp rotations of the director angle, whe
going from the bottom bounding surface (y* 50) to the top
bounding surface (y* 51). Thus the director twistu angle
measured from thex direction satisfies:

U E
0

1

u~y* !dy* U5np. ~10!

In the case of an achiral structure,n50. In the present work,
we foundp and 2p chiral structures for the OEC mode~re-
gions 3 and 5 in Fig. 2!.

Figure 13 shows the scientific visualization of the tens
order parameter field for Er5120 and R51000 (De
50.12). The steady state solution is the OEC@2# mode. The
out-of-plane tumbling nucleates close to the upper bound
surface att* '21, and close to the lower bounding surface
t* '25, while the bulk directors try to retain the in-plan
tumbling behavior. However, the rotational dynamics in t
bulk are eventually quenched by the establishment of ap
chiral director structure. In the 2p chiral director structure,
the tilt anglef is nearly zero over entire flow regime a
steady state. As shown in Fig. 2, the OEC@2# only occurs at
lower Ericksen numbers~region 3 in Fig. 2!, where the rota-
tional viscous flow effect is relatively low. Att* 50, the
long range elasticity effect, which is the driving force
achieve the steady state at low Ericksen numbers, is ne
gible, and thus the bulk director starts rotating, even thou
the director is nearly along the flow direction where the
tational speed is small. At steady state, the long range e
ticity has a higher contribution than att* 50, due to the
spatially inhomogeneous 2p chiral structure of the directo
configuration, and thus the long range elasticity contribut
can balance the rotational viscous flow effect. If the Ericks
number is higher, the rotational viscous flow effect ove
comes the long range elasticity effect, and the system ca
achieve a steady state, and it becomes an OTP flow m
The 2p chiral structure was also captured by Han and R

r

g

,

ical OTP

FIG. 12. Scientific visualization of the tensor order parameter as a function of dimensionless time (t* ) and distance (y* ), for Er

51000 andR51000 (De51). The empty circles represent the emergence of the abnormal nematic state. The figure shows the typ
flow mode at relatively high Er. The out-of-plane nucleation time increases with increasing Er~compare with Fig. 10!. Note that the
parametric condition is the same as Fig. 7 for the OEA flow mode, showing that the system exhibits multistability.
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FIG. 13. Scientific visualization of the tensor order parameter as a function of dimensionless time (t* ) and distance (y* ), for Er
5120 andR51000 (De50.12). The figure shows the typical OEC@2# flow mode. At the steady state of this state, the director field ha
2p twist when going from upper to lower bounding surfaces.
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and
@22# using the LE theory, but it arises through a differe
mechanism.

Figure 14 shows the scientific visualization of the ord
parameter field for Er51000 andR51000 (De51). The
solution is representative of the OEC@1# mode. After the
early state of the in-plane tumbling mode, the out-of-pla
orientation nucleates close to the lower bounding surfac
t* '47. However, at the same time, close to the up
bounding surface the abnormal state emerges~see the circle
in the figure!. The director out-of-plane tumbling at the up
per side of the flow geometry occurs att* '65. The bulk
director rotatesp radians betweent* '47 and 65. Att*
'52, while the orientation angle difference between the b
director and the fixed director at the lower bounding surfa
is essentiallyp radians, the difference between the bulk d
rector and the director at the upper bounding surface is
most zero. The net effect of the emergence of abnormal n
atic state is to smoothly connect the bulk director orientat
with the bounding surface for eachp rotation of the bulk
director. Furthermore, the fixed director at the bounding s
face can be reoriented by the emergence of the abno
nematic state either fromns to 2ns , or 2ns to ns . On the
tensor order parameter level, there is no distinction betw
the head and tail of director, and its orientation is se
selected. Att* '45, while the upper side of the orientatio
field is homogenized due to the emergence of the abnor
nematic state, the lower side of the field shows the out
plane mode, and the bulk director and the director at
lower bounding surface are connected by thep chiral struc-
ture. The director at the upper bounding surface,ns

upper, is
changed from~1,0,0! to (21,0,0), but at the lower boundin
t
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surface it remains unchanged:ns
lower5(1,0,0). Thus the sys-

tem boundary condition switches from the parallel anchor
condition (ns

upper5ns
lower) to the antiparallel anchoring cond

tion (ns
upper52ns

lower), and this antiparallel director is
smoothly connected with the twisted director configuratio
The switching is self-selected. Since after thet* '45 the
abnormal nematic state never reappears, the antiparalle
choring condition remains for all times. Keeping this stru
ture, the bulk director saturates along the vorticity axis, a
finally the system reaches a steady state with ap chiral di-
rector configuration.
~D! Out-of-plane tumbling-wagging composite state w
chiral structure~OTC!

This is a time periodic mode that exists in region 5 of t
phase diagram~see Fig. 2!. In the OEC flow mode, there ar
two types of possible solutions~i.e., n51 and 2!, as men-
tioned above. However, in the OTC flow mode, thep chiral
(n51) solution is the only solution.

Figure 15 shows the scientific visualization of the tens
order parameter field for Er51000 andR51000. As in the
OEC@1# flow mode, thep chiral structure is created due t
the one sided emergence of the abnormal nematic sta
t* '62. The mechanism to achieve thep chirality of the
director configuration is exactly the same as it is for t
OEC@1# mode. However, in the OTC mode, the bulk direct
retains the in-plane tumbling dynamics, and never attain
steady state. The director out-of-plane tumbling nuclea
close to lower and upper bounding surfaces periodically
alternatively. For example, att* 5100, the out-of-plane ex-
ists aroundy* 50.1, and att* 5115 it is aroundy* 50.9. It
typical
. 12 for
FIG. 14. Scientific visualization of the tensor order parameter as a function of dimensionless time (t* ) and distance (y* ), for Er
51000 andR51000 (De51). The empty circles represent the emergence of the abnormal nematic state. The figure shows the
OEC@1# flow mode at relatively high Er. Note that the parametric condition is the same as Fig. 7 for the OEA flow mode, and Fig
OTP flow mode, thus showing that the system displays multistability.
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FIG. 15. Scientific visualization of the tensor order parameter as a function of dimensionless time (t* ) and distance (y* ), for Er
51000 andR51000 (De51). The empty circles represent the emergence of the abnormal nematic state. The figure shows the typi
flow mode at a relatively high Er. Note that the parametric condition is the same as Fig. 7 for the OEA flow mode, Fig. 12 for OT
mode, and Fig. 14 for the OEA@1# mode, thus showing that the system displays multistability.
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should be noted that the chirality’s sign att* 5100 and 115
are opposite. Att* 5100, the director exhibits counterclock
wise p rotation in going from the lower to upper boundin
surfaces, while att* 5115 the director rotation is clockwise

To characterize this chirality exchange, a time series
the spatial director trajectories corresponding to Fig. 15
shown in Figs. 16~a!–16~i!. The corresponding times are~a!
t* 587, ~b! 92, ~c! 94, ~d! 100, ~e! 107, ~f! 109, ~g! 110, ~h!
112, and~i! 115. The meaning of the dashed line and fill
square are the same as in Fig. 11. The periodic emergen
the abnormal nematic state at only one surface layer ca
the surface orientation exchange from parallel to antipara
such thatns

upper5(1,0,0)52ns
lower. At t* 587, @Fig. 16~a!#,
f
is

of
es
l,

the two boundaries are connected with the longitude l
passing through the north pole, showing the pure twis
director mode with a counterclockwise director rotation
going from the lower to upper bounding surfaces. Sub
quently, in Figs. 16~b! and 16~c!, a reverse orientation start
and propagates to the negativez and y face of the sphere
and when the reverse orientation reaches the top surface
director trajectory is the longitude line passing through
south pole. The profile att* 5100 @Fig. 16~d!# shows the
pure twisted director configuration with clockwise direct
propagation from the lower to upper bounding surfaces,
thereby a chirality reversal of the director configuration
achieved smoothly and continuously. The clockwise direc
the

FIG. 16. Director spatial trajectories on the unit sphere, for Er51000 andR51000 (De51): ~a! t* 587, ~b! t* 592, ~c! t* 594, ~d!

t* 5100,~e! t* 5107,~f! t* 5109,~g! t* 5110,~h! t* 5112, and~i! t* 5115. The figure shows the typical OTC flow mode. Because of
p chiral structure of the system, the trajectories are anchored at~1,0,0! and (21,0,0).
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configuration recovers to the counterclockwise configurat
~i! through the same procedure as from counterclockwis
clockwise, but through the opposite face of sphere@Figs.
16~e!–16~h!#. In the OTC mode, this jumping-rope-like pro
file evolution continues periodically.

C. Solution multiplicity and probabilistic properties
of the selection mechanisms

In Sec. III B, we presented four out-of-plane structures
well as discussed the transient processes that lead to
emergence. As shown in Figs. 2 and 4, in region 5 fo
out-of-plane solutions appear at the same parametric co
tions. For example, for the parametric condition (Er,R)
5(1000,1000), four stable flow modes~OEA, OTP,
OEC@1#, and OTC! may be selected with different probabil
ties. In the computational experiments, Eqs.~2!, ~6!, and~8!
are solved with different random seeds, so that the infinit
mal initial noise is different for each run; we have perform
more than 20 runs for each parametric condition. From th
results, it is found that the infinitesimal noise on the init
condition strongly affects the mode selection mechan
through the time and direction of the director’s escape fr
the shear plane. The director can escape from the shear p
by a positive or negative twist, which decides whether
solution eventually adopts a steady state solution or a p
odic solution. On the other hand, the chirality of the soluti
is decided by the out-of-plane nucleation time. It turns o
that the out-of-plane nucleation time is directly related to
differenceDm in the numbermi ~i is the upper or lower! of
times that the abnormal nematic state emerges during
initial transients in the upper and lower surface laye
Dm5mupper2mlower. For example, in Figs. 7 and 12,mupper

54 andmlower52, and the out-of-plane nucleation times f
the upper and lower regions aretn

upper'80 andtn
lower'45; in

Fig. 14,mupper53, mlower52, tn
upper'65, andtn

lower'45; and,
in Fig. 15,mupper54, mlower53, tn

upper'80, andtn
lower'65. In

what follows, we use out-of-plane nucleation time andDm
interchangeably. This noise controlled degree of freedom
the system dynamics occurs independently at the upper
lower surface regions. Table I shows the classification of
flow modes according to the director out-of-plane direct
andDm. The table shows that the four nonplanar flow mod

TABLE I. Out-of-plane mode selection as a function of out-o
plane nucleation time@or Dm ~difference in number of abnorma
nematic states in the upper and lower surfaces!#, and differences in
the out-of-plane rotation sense.Dm5mupper2mlower is the differ-
ence between the number of abnormal nematic states that app
the upper surface (mupper) and lower surface (mlower).

Odd number of
Dm

Even number of
Dm

Same director rotation
direction in the upper and
lower surface regions

OTC mode OEA mode

Different director rotation
direction in the upper and
lower surface regions

OEC mode OTP mode
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in region 5 of phase diagram~OEA, OEC@2#, OTP, and
OTC! are directly related to these two degrees of freedom

The out-of-plane structures are shown in Figs. 17~a!–
17~d! as gray scale images for the out-of-plane compon
unzu as a function ofy* and t* , for the four out-of-plane
modes, at Er51000 andR51000 (De51). In the figure,
black corresponds to planar orientation (nz50), and white
to orientation along the vorticity axis (nz561). Figure
17~a! is representative of the OEA flow mode. This mo
shows closed ringlike out-of-plane wave propagation with
an increasingly whiter background, indicating that eventua
the bulk orientation is along the vorticity axis~see Fig. 2!.
Figure 17~b! is representative of the OEC@1# mode, and
shows a square wave within an increasingly whiter ba
ground propagation, again indicating that eventually the b
orientation is along the vorticity axis~see Fig. 2!. Figure
17~c! is representative of the OTP mode, and shows per
nent ringlike out-of-plane behavior with a dark band at t
centerline, indicating that in-plane tumbling is alwa
present in the bulk~see Fig. 2!. Figure 17~d! is representative
of the OTC mode, and is characterized by a square-wave-
permanent out-of-plane behavior with a dark band at the c
terline, indicating that in-plane behavior is always presen
the bulk ~see Fig. 2!.

r in

FIG. 17. Computed gray scale images of the out-of-plane co
ponentunzu typical of the four flow modes:~a! OEA, ~b! OEC@1#,
~c! OTP, and~d! OTC. White:nz561; black:nz50. The paramet-
ric conditions are Er51000 andR51000 for all figures. These flow
modes are caused by the coupling of the degrees of freedom in
director rotation direction and out-of-plane nucleation time. See
and Table I.
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The exact nature of the process leading to the selectio
these modes in terms of relative twist rotation signs and o
of-plane nucleation time are as follows. The director out-
plane rotation can be either positive or negative with eq
probability. The resulting possibilities for the two surfa
regions are~1! both the upper and lower regions have a po
tive twist angle,~2! both have a negative twist angle,~3! the
upper region has a positive twist angle and the lower reg
has a negative one, and~4! the upper region has a negativ
twist angle and the lower region a positive one. Due to m
ror symmetry, cases~1! and ~2!, and cases~3! and ~4!, are
equivalent. In the case that the upper and lower regions h
the same director rotation direction@case~1! or ~2!#, and the
fixed directors at the surfaces are the same@i.e., ns

upper

5ns
lower#, the bulk director also rotates out of plane in t

same direction as the two boundary layers, and finally es
tially aligns parallel to the vorticity axis where the rotation
viscous flow effects vanish. As a result of this choice
escape mechanism and elimination of rotational fl
torques, the system easily reaches the OEA steady state
acterized by a bulk director aligned along the vorticity a
two surface twisted layers. On the other hand, when the
per and lower regions have opposite director rotation dir
tions @cases~3! and ~4!#, and the fixed directors at the su
faces are the same~i.e.,ns

upper5ns
lower!, the bulk director must

pass through the shear plane at the centerline. Since th
rector is close to the shear plane, due to the strong rotati
viscous torques the long term behavior displays periodic
tational director dynamics~OTP!. However, when the fixed
directors at the surfaces are opposite~i.e., ns

upper52ns
lower!,

the relation between the director out-of-plane rotation dir
tion and the system dynamics is different. When the up
and lower regions have the same director rotation direc
and the fixed directors at the surfaces are opposite~i.e.,
ns

upper52ns
lower!, the system reaches a steady state, since

center of ap chiral director structure must pass through t
vorticity axis at the centerline. When the upper and low
regions have different director rotation directions, and
fixed directors at the surfaces are opposite~i.e., ns

upper5

2ns
lower!, the system adopts a transient state with a tumb

bulk director.
Next we discuss the effect of the degree freedom in

out-of-plane nucleation time. Depending on the out-of-pla
nucleation time, the number of abnormal nematic states
ing the transient process varies, and, as mentioned above
abnormal nematic state is the major factor of the nuclea
of p chirality. Both the abnormal nematic state and out-
plane nucleation require high director gradients, and the
tem selects either the abnormal nematic state or the ou
plane nucleation compatibilizing mechanism at the ti
where the director field has high gradients.

Figure 18 shows the schematic of the transient proc
that describes the transition from the in-plane mode to
out-of-plane mode for~a! the OTP mode, and~b! the OTC
mode. The arrows represent the director orientation,
empty circles represent the abnormal nematic state, and
crossed circle the director orientation along the vorticity ax
The dynamics of the process have the following three d
tinctive stages~indicated below each schematic!: ~1! the
early planar mode stage, during which abnormal nem
of
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states appear at both surface layers;~2! the intermediate mix
mode stage, during which both nonplanar orientation a
abnormal nematic states appear at different surface lay
and ~3! the late stage stable nonplanar mode. Here it sho
be emphasized that, as mentioned above, after each e
gence of the abnormal nematic state, the fixed director at
bounding surfaces is reversed. In the OTP mode, the ho
geneous director profile in the first column changes to
homogeneous reversed profile in the second column, s
the bulk director rotates byp radians and both the upper an
lower surface directors are reversed due to the emergenc
the abnormal nematic states. Then, in the third column,
profile recovers to the almost same configuration as the
column through the same mechanism present in going f
the first to second columns. However, in the fourth colum
the p twisted director configuration appears. The lower s
face director is reversed by the abnormal nematic state,
the upper director is not, since the out-of-plane nucleat
arises at the upper region. In the fifth column, the homo
neous profile is achieved again, at which the bulk direc
orients along the same direction as the upper surface dire
through thep rotation, and the lower surface director is r
versed to the same direction as the bulk director by the
normal nematic state. Finally the out-of-plane nucleat
also occurs in the lower region in the sixth column. T
upper region also shows the out-of-plane twisted configu
tion, and the system shows the 2p chiral structure at this
stage. After the out-of-plane is nucleated at both upper
lower regions~i.e., after the system is totally transforme
into the out-of-plane mode!, the surface director reversin
never occurs, and the system periodically shows the ach
and 2p chiral structures. On the other hand, in the OT
mode, Fig. 18~b! shows the same process as the OTP m
until the fifth column of the director configuration. Howeve
since the abnormal nematic state still appears between
fifth and sixth columns, the sixth column shows thep chiral

FIG. 18. Schematic of the system transient process from
in-plane mode to the out-of-plane mode, for~a! the OTP mode and
~b! the OTC mode. The arrows show the director, and empty circ
in the figures show the abnormal nematic state. Both the OTP
OTC modes have two transient processes and one final per
state:~1! an initial in-plane flow stage;~2! an intermediate spatially
in-plane and out-of-plane mixed flow stage, which connects
initial stage and the late stage; and~3! a late out-of-plane flow
stage.
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structure. The lower region out-of-plane nucleation occurs
the seventh column, and the lower surface director can
recover to the same direction as the upper surface dire
anymore. As a result, the system permanently keeps the
versed surface directors, and the out-of-plane twisted pro
appear alternatively at the upper and lower regions. Since
one period of out-of-plane wagging is twice as long as tha
in-plane tumbling, it directly shows that, for an even numb
of Dm, the upper and lower surface directors have the sa
direction ~OTP mode!, and for an odd number ofDm the
directors have opposite directions and the system shows
p chiral structure~OTC mode!.

Figure 19 shows the evolution of the director out-of-pla
componentnz at y* 50.05 ~dashed line! and y* 50.95 ~full
line!, for Er51000 andR51000 (De51). The initial noise
condition is the same as that used to find the solution sh
in Fig. 11. Since the director rotation directions aty*
50.05 and 0.95 are opposite, the components have diffe
signs. The absolute values ofnz display a train of pulses
whose amplitudes increase with increasing time. Compa
with Fig. 11, the peaks correspond to the emergence of
abnormal nematic state. At the small peaks, the abnor
nematic state emerges instead of the out-of-plane mode
ter each peak, the out-of-plane component decays but
not recover to zero, and the residual out-of-plane mode
cumulates more and more after each successive pulse. E
tually the accumulated twist exceeds a critical value, an
rapidly grows toward its maximum value (nz561). Before
the out-of-plane nucleation occurs, the abnormal nem
emerges four times in the upper region and twice in
lower region. Since the accumulation is small and slow in
early stage, the infinitesimal noise can directly affect the p
cess. As a result of the noise effect, even if the equatio
deterministic and the noise on the initial condition is infin
tesimally small, the in-plane to out-of-plane transition is s
chastic. As mentioned above, the most important effec
this stochastic transition occurrence time is its control of
chirality. Thus the system chirality also arises stochastica

The number of abnormal nematic states during the tr
sient process~or, equivalently, the out-of-plane nucleatio
time! is strongly affected by the Ericksen number. Figure

FIG. 19. Director out-of-plane componentnz as a function of
dimensionless time (t* ) at y* 50.05 ~full line! and 0.95~dashed
line!. The in-plane to out-of-plane transition occurs close to th
spatial positions. The increasingly larger small peaks show the
cumulation ofnz , eventually reaching a critical value at which th
out-of-plane director escape occurs rapidly.
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shows the probability distribution of the number of abnorm
nematic states for Er5350, 800, and 1000, andR51000. As
Er decreases, the distribution becomes narrow, and its p
position tends tom50. When Er5350, there is no freedom
in the out-of-plane nucleation time. As Er increases, the
rector’s escape from the shear plane slows down becaus
in-plane flow attractor@23# tries to suppress the out-of-plan
component accumulation process described in Fig. 19,
above a certain critical Er the flow attractor prevails over
out-of-plane attractor and the system changes to the in-p
flow mode. At a relatively lower Er, the system has on
achiral structures, except the OEC@2# mode, since bothmupper

andmlower are always equal to 1. This distribution is used
compute the observation probability of the four out-of-pla
~OTC, OEA, OEC, and OTP! modes. Table II shows the
observation probability as a function of the Ericksen num
for even numbers and odd numbers ofDm. As Er increases,
beyond the critical value of 500, the probability of chirali
increases from zero to 50% at Er51000. As Er decreases
the observation probability for an odd mode continuou
decreases to zero, and thus the system continuously
creases the degree of solution multiplicity, eventually ent
ing the achiral region 4~see Fig. 2!.

Finally, observation probabilities of all the flow modes f
all the flow regimes are shown in Fig. 21. In this figure, t
probabilities are plotted for each flow mode, and thus for a
Ericksen number the sum of the probability is 1. For e

e
c-

FIG. 20. Probability distributionP of the numberm of the ab-
normal nematic state that emerges before the out-of-plane nu
ation, for Er5350, 800, and 1000. For Er5350, the transition al-
ways occurs atm50, and the distribution becomes wider and
peak position moves to higherm as Er increases.

TABLE II. Observation probability for chiral and achiral mode
as a function of the Ericksen number. Er: Ericksen number;Dm
5mupper2mlower: difference between the number of abnormal ne
atic states that appear in the upper surface (mupper) and in the lower
surface (mlower).

Observation probability
of even number of

Dm ~achiral!

Observation probability
of odd number of

Dm ~chiral!

Er5500 100% 0%
Er5800 60% 40%
Er51000 51% 49%
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ample, for region 1 the probability of an IE mode is 1 a
others are zero, and for region 4 the probability of OEA a
OTP flow modes are almost 0.5, and the others are zero.
reason for the transition between regimes 2 and 3 arises
the loss of freedom in the director rotation direction. T
boundary layer thickness increases with decreasing Er,
thus the two out-of-plane nucleation points become clo
When the points come closer than a certain correla
length, their rotation directions are also restricted by e
other, and then the system loses the OEC@2# flow mode and
changes from regime 3 to regime 2~see Fig. 2!. It is impor-
tant to emphasize that, as mentioned in Sec. II, all the si
lations we performed using the initial condition given b
Eqs. ~9a! and ~9b!, and that the selected stable flow mod
for a specific set of parametric conditions are those show
Fig. 21.

D. Rheological phase diagram

At this stage we are now able to present a more techn
description of the phase diagram, shown in Fig. 2. In R
@13#, Tsuji and Rey reported a rheological phase diagram
the in-plane case, where no out-of-plane modes are inclu
Since the stochastic data require a huge computational
we have not found the exact transition lines. The appro
mate locations of the transition lines, including the out-
plane flow modes, are adopted from extensive computatio
results. From the structure of Fig. 2, one can see that
out-of-plane flow regimes are superimposed over the hig
Ericksen number IE regime and the lower Ericksen num
IT regime. The high gradient in the orientation field can
achieved at the high Ericksen number region in the IE fl
mode, and also all over the IT flow regime. At the hig
Ericksen number region in the IT flow mode, as mention
above, the in-plane attractor of the viscous flow, which
creases with increasing Er, prevails over the out-of-plane
tractor by the long range elasticity. The out-of-plane flo
regimes appear above a certainR, and the interval of Er on

FIG. 21. Flow mode observation probability as a function of t
Ericksen number. The figure presents the concept of flow reg
transitions in terms of the change in the observation probab
with increasing Er. For example, the smooth change in the ob
vation probability causes the transitions from regime 2 to 3, a
also from regime 4 to 5. See text.
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which they are found becomes wider with increasingR. Be-
causeR is the ratio of the short range to the long ran
elasticity, if R is high, the system tends to keep the equil
rium scalar order parameter. The in-plane tumbling-wagg
composite flow mode is allowed through the periodic em
gence of an abnormal nematic state, where the scalar o
parameter decreases by the high gradient in the director
through the long range order elasticity, and thus this mo
requires a lowR or a strong in-plane attractor. In othe
words, at highR the short range elasticity also help the d
rector to escape from the shear plane to minimize the cha
in the scalar order parameter, and a stronger in-plane at
tor is needed to retain the director in the shear plane.

E. Effect of elastic anisotropy

To examine the effect of the elastic anisotropy on t
out-of-plane phenomena, computations have been perfor
with different values of the elastic anisotropy ratioe:

e5
L2

L1
.

Two representative cases,e50 and 9, are chosen for low
and high elastic anisotropy. The casee50 corresponds to
isotropic elasticity~i.e.,K15K25K3!, ande59 corresponds
to K15K3510K2 , in the limit of uniaxial nematic ordering
It is well known that the ratio ofK2 to K1 is the most effec-
tive parameter for the director out-of-plane phenomena, si
the out-of-plane phenomena are caused by the lower en
of the director twisted configurations. Thus it is obvious th
the out-of-plane phenomena easily occur for highere, while
for lower e the energy reduction by the scalar order para
eter may be easily employed by the system.

It is found that for e59 the out-of-plane flow regime
spreads to the higher Ericksen number; the out-of-plane
in-plane transition occurs in the IW regime. As a result
this spreading of the out-of-plane regime, the out-of-pla
wagging flow mode appears, in addition to the flow mod
for e59. The structure of the flow modes with increasing
is shown in Fig. 22, for the high elastic anisotropic casee
59). Energy reductions caused by the director’s escape f
the shear plane become larger with increasinge, and a
higher Er is required to retain the director within the she
plane. In the lower Ericksen number IW regime, the bu
director periodically has an angle almost orthogonal to
flow direction, and this angle~or the gradient in the orienta
tion field at the boundary layer! becomes smaller with in-

e
y
r-
d

FIG. 22. Organization of flow modes for high elastic anisotrop
The out-of-plane flow regime is wider and spreads into the wagg
regime, when compared to that for lower elastic anisotropy~see Fig.
4!. Higher elastic anisotropy promotes out-of-plane flow modes
a reduction of long range elasticity.
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creasing Er. When the angle becomes small enough and
viscous flow in-plane attractor becomes strong enough,
system changes into the in-plane flow mode.

Intuition would suggest that in the case of isotropic el
ticity, the elastic driving force for director escape from t
shear plane should not exist. However, the in-plane to o
of-plane transition is also confirmed fore50. While the ac-
cumulated maximum angle of the bulk planar director w
respect to the fixed surface orientation should increase w
out bounds at certain extreme parametric conditions,
maximum out-of-plane director angle is at mostp/2. Also,
by achieving the out-of-plane configuration, the system
avoid the abnormal nematic state which increases the
tem’s energy at highR. Thus it is expected that with decrea
ing e the out-of-plane flow regime becomes narrower, an
higherR is required to achieve the out-of-plane flow mod
These findings clearly show that elastic anisotropy is
always necessary to promote the emergence of nonpl
shear flow modes.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have performed an extensive analysi
the flow orientation structure of liquid crystalline materia
using a complete nonlinear tensor theory. The o
dimensional rectilinear simple shear start-up flow was fu
characterized for unrestricted self-selected 3D orienta
fields.

In addition to four in-plane flow modes IE, IT, IW, an
IV, five out-of-plane flow modes~OEA, OEC@1#, OEC@2#,
OTP, and OTC! are found in the parametric space which
spanned byR ~the ratio of short range order elasticity to lon
range elasticity! and Er ~the ratio of viscous force to long
range elastic force!. The OEA mode is a steady state
which the steady twist angle profiles are symmetric with
spect to the centerline, and arises due to the long range o
elasticity, like the LE out-of-plane solutions. The OEC@n#
modes are also steady states, where the director shows s
twist structures, with annp ~n51 and 2! radian difference
between the anchoring angles at the lower and upper bo
ing surfaces. These structures are created without the p
ence of defects or disclinations. The OTP is a periodic s
at which the director dynamics is planar rotational in t
bulk region, and nonplanar oscillatory in the two bounda
layers. The director field exhibits the periodic emergence
2p chirality. The OTC is a periodic state where the direc
dynamics is in-plane rotational in the bulk region and out-
plane oscillatory in the boundary layers. The major diffe
ence from the OTP mode is that the directors at the up
and lower bounding surfaces have opposite directions,
the system never recovers the spatial homogeneous dir
configuration.
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The proliferation of flow modes is due to the fact th
there are two mechanisms to compatibilize the bulk direc
rotation to the fixed director at the bounding surfaces:~i! by
changing the scalar order parameter, and~ii ! by changing the
director orientation. The former compatibilization mech
nism is adopted by the IT mode, and causes the dire
resetting mechanism through the abnormal nematic state
the other hand, the latter compatibilization mechanism le
the system either to the OTP mode or to the OTC mo
where the mechanism appears as the out-of-plane waggin
the boundary layers. As clearly shown in the rheologi
phase diagram~Fig. 2!, the selection of the compatibilizatio
mechanism depends on the parametric conditions.

Multistabilities and stochasticity of the flow modes a
found in the out-of-plane flow regimes. The flow mode s
lection at the multistable regimes is strongly coupled w
degrees of freedom in the director dynamics:~i! the director
out-of-plane rotation direction, and~ii ! the out-of-plane
nucleation time. The rotation direction controls the syst
dynamics~steady state or periodic state!, and the nucleation
time controls the system chirality. The maximum number
multistable solutions are clearly explained in terms of t
coupling of these two degrees of freedom. Also, the tran
tions between the out-of-plane flow regimes are well est
lished with the probability of these degrees of freedom.
other words, the loss of these degrees of freedom cause
transitions.

High anisotropy in the long range elasticity causes
spread of the out-of-plane flow regimes, and causes o
flow modes such as the out-of-plane wagging state. On
other hand, isotropic elasticity results in narrower Er int
vals on which out-of-plane regimes exist, but the nonpla
modes nevertheless exist.

The complete tensor theory@12# is based on a unification
of the classical nonequilibrium theories of liquid crysta
already used by de Gennes@1# to describe the nonequilib
rium isotropic phase of a nematic liquid crystal under she
The predictions of the complete theory transcend the na
of the flow, and the transitions predicted by the classi
theories. The transcendence is reflected by the emergen
transient chiral modes, transient out-of-plane rotatio
modes, and mixed planar-nonplanar modes, and by the
chastic nature of out-of-plane mode selection. These findi
are being used to explain the ubiquitous pattern format
processes of nematic liquid crystalline materials under flo
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